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ABSTRACT: In a comparative investigation on two thermostable R-amylases [Bacillus amyloliquefaciens
(BAA), Tm ) 86 °C and Bacillus licheniformis (BLA), Tm ) 101 °C], we studied thermal and guanidine
hydrochloride (GndHCl)-induced unfolding using fluorescence and CD spectroscopy, as well as dynamic
light scattering. Depletion of calcium from specific ion-binding sites in the protein structures reduces the
melting temperature tremendously for both R-amylases. The reduction is nearly the same for both enzymes,
namely, in the order of 50 °C. Thus, the difference in thermostability between BLA and BAA (¢Tm  15
°C) is related to intrinsic properties of the respective protein structures themselves and is not related to
the strength of ion binding. The thermal unfolding of both proteins is characterized by a full disappearance
of secondary structure elements and by a concurrent expansion of the 3D structure. GndHCl-induced
unfolding also yields a fully vanishing secondary structure but with more expanded 3D structures. Both
R-amylases remain much more compact upon thermal unfolding as compared to the fully unfolded state
induced by chemical denaturants. Such rather compact thermal unfolded structures lower the conformational
entropy change during the unfolding transition, which principally can contribute to an increased thermal
stability. Structural flexibilities of both enzymes, as measured with tryptophan fluorescence quenching,
are almost identical for both enzymes in the native states, as well as in the unfolded states. Furthermore,
we do not observe any difference in the temperature dependence of the structural flexibilities between
BLA and BAA. These results indicate that conformational dynamics on the time scale of our studies
seem not to be related to thermal stability or to thermal adaptation.
The unique native structure is for most proteins a basic
requirement for proper functioning. It was demonstrated in
many cases that the ability to build up and to keep this native
and functional structure in a particular range of temperatures
(as well as of pHs, pressures, and salinities) is an intrinsic
property of the protein itself, which is already determined
by the amino acid sequence (1). Surprisingly, this temperature
range of the existing native structure can vary significantly
for different proteins. Proteins produced by extremophilic
organisms are promising candidates to perform comparative
investigations to study determinants of structural stability
under extreme conditions. With respect to temperature,
psychrophilic (cold-adapted) and thermophilic or hyperther-
mophilic (heat-adapted) organisms are the most important
sources of proteins (2, 3). Numerous comparative studies
on homologous proteins from mesophilic and thermophilic
sources (4-10) and in some cases also from psychrophilic
sources (11-14) have been performed. Besides small single-
domain proteins with well-characterized folding and unfold-
ing pathways and kinetics (9, 10, 15-16), some larger
multidomain proteins, such as bacterial R-amylases, have
been studied intensively (8, 11, 14, 17), the latter also because
of their biotechnological relevance as amylolytic enzymes
(2, 18). In the case of R-amylases, various different ap-
proaches have already been applied to elucidate the origins
and mechanisms of thermostability and thermal adaptation
(11, 14, 19-22). In particular investigations, focusing on
the interplay of enzymatic activity, structural stability, and
structural flexibility was elucidative to obtain a more detailed
picture about possible mechanisms of thermal adaptation (8,
11, 14). Several studies on psychrophilic, mesophilic, and
thermophilic R-amylases (11, 14) [but also with other
homologues enzymes (12, 13, 23)] supported the concept of
“corresponding states”, with thermolabile pychrophilic pro-
teins showing much more pronounced structural flexibility
as compared to their mesophilic and thermophilic counter-
parts at the same temperature. All of theses studies report
an intrinsic structural flexibility or a less compact structure,
which are anticorrelated with the thermostability. Moreover,
these proteins show a similar structural flexibility and
enzymatic activity at their individual temperature of adapta-
tion (corresponding state hypothesis) (17, 24). In the past,
we have performed studies on two R-amylases, one from
the mesophilic organisms Bacillus amyloliquefaciens (BAA)1
and another one from the mesophilic Bacillus licheniformis
(BLA) but with a significant higher melting temperature
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(¢Tm  15 °C) (8, 19, 21). BLA with a Tm above 100 °C is
therefore denoted as a thermophilic (or even as a hyperther-
mophilic) protein. A comparison between both structures
reveals a very high sequence homology [81% identity and
88% similarity (25)] accompanied by nearly identical
compositions of secondary structure elements and highly
corresponding three-dimensional structures (see Figure 1).
As known from numerous examples of thermostable proteins,
cofactors, such as iron, iron-sulfur clusters, or other ions,
play an essential role for thermostability and for folding/
unfolding pathways. In the case of many R-amylases, as for
BLA and BAA, calcium and sodium are required to attain
thermostable protein structures (8, 11, 25, 27). With respect
to the relationship between activity, structural flexibility, and
thermal stability, our previous comparative studies on BAA
and BLA did not support the concept of corresponding states
(8). In contrast to other studies with R-amylases (11, 14,
28), we observed structural fluctuations that are rather similar
or slightly more pronounced for the thermophilic BLA as
compared to the mesophilic BAA. More pronounced fluctua-
tions of BLA were assumed to play a role for entropic
stabilization of the folded state (19, 21). The discrepancies
between different studies on R-amylases and further differing
results from various studies on other proteins in this direction
(29-31) indicate that the impact of structural protein
fluctuations on the enzymatic activity and on the mechanism
of thermal adaptation is still not clarified.
In the past, we have analyzed structural flexibility mainly
by measuring fast (picosecond) equilibrium fluctuations for
the folded (19) and unfolded state (21, 32) by using neutron
spectroscopy. Now, we extend our studies on BAA and BLA
by measuring slower conformational fluctuations with the
help of tryptophan fluorescence quenching studies. With
respect to tryptophan fluorescence measurements, the pair
of BLA and BAA is an excellent example for comparative
studies, because the number and positions of tryptophan
residues are highly conserved in both structures (see Figure
1). In addition, we also employed circular dichroism (CD)
spectroscopy and dynamic light scattering (DLS) to follow
changes in the secondary structure elements and to measure
the compactness of both structures during the unfolding
process. The goal of these studies with complementary
techniques is to obtain more details about unfolding mech-
anisms and the thermodynamic parameter of the unfolding
transition and their impact on thermostability.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Enzymes. Bacterial R-amylase from BLA (58 550 Da,
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) and from BAA (58 403 Da,
purchased from Fluka) obtained as a lyophilized powder was
dissolved in a buffer (for details see below) and was purified
by the use of desalting columns (Econo-Pac 10 DG, Bio-
Rad). Various spectroscopic studies were performed to
compare the unfolding transition induced by temperature and
chemical denaturants, as well as a function of the calcium
concentration. For this purpose, the following buffers were
used: 30 mM Mops, 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2 at pH 7.4
(standard buffer) and 30 mM Mops, 50 mM NaCl, 2-5 mM
EDTA at pH 7.4 (calcium-free samples). In the case of CD
spectroscopy, respective buffers were used but with 10 mM
Mops.
Fluorescence Spectroscopy. Intrinsic fluorescence mainly
caused by tryptophan and tyrosine residues was measured
using a RF-1501 fluorospectrometer (Shimadzu) and a LS55
luminescence spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer). In general,
excitation wavelengths of 280 and 295 nm for tryptophan
quenching were applied, and emission spectra were recorded
in the range between 300 and 450 nm. All fluorescence
emission spectra were corrected for background scattering
as measured with a pure buffer. In some cases, a UG1 filter
(Schott) was used to attenuate the exciting beam, to avoid
photobleaching, and to obtain most reproducible fluorescence
emission spectra. Temperature scans between 10 and 115
°C with scan rates between 0.2 and 1 °C/min were performed
using a constant-temperature cuvette holder connected to an
external constant-temperature circulator/bath (F25, Julabo).
Protein solutions (protein concentrations ) 0.05 mg/mL, 8
 10-7 mol/L) were filled into quartz cuvettes with an optical
path length of 1 cm (104F-QS, Hellma).
Unfolding Transition. Thermal transition curves were
obtained, either from the emission intensity at the initial peak
position (peak at the lowest temperature), or from the peak
position itself as a function of the temperature. Intensity data
were normalized using the pre- and post-transition baseline
slopes (see ref 33).
Unfolding Kinetics. Buffer solutions were placed in the
spectrometer for 5-10 min to reach thermal equilibrium at
the desired temperature, before a small amount of concen-
1 Abbreviations: BLA, Bacillus licheniformis R-amylase; BAA,
Bacillus amyloliquefaciens R-amylase; DLS, dynamic light scattering,
CD, circular dichroism; Tm, melting temperature; ¢Hm, enthalpy change
upon thermal unfolding; ¢Sm, entropy change; ¢Gunf, Gibbs free energy
change; Mops, 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid; EDTA, ethyl-
enediaminetetraacetic acid; GndHCl, guanidine hydrochloride.
FIGURE 1: Three-dimensional structure of BLA [PDB entry 1BLI
(25)] and the best known approximation of the BAA structure (BA2,
a chimeric fusion construct of R-amylase consisting of residues
1-300 from BAA and 301-483 from BLA (26), PDB entry 1E43).
For both structures, calcium (red color) and sodium (orange color)
ions are important for structural stability. With respect to fluores-
cence spectroscopy, it is important to note that in both structures
17 tryptophan residues have identical positions in the primary
sequence, visible here by more or less identical locations and
orientations in the corresponding 3D structures.
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trated protein solution was rapidly added during permanent
stirring and data acquisition was started. The dead time of
this procedure was about 10 s.
Dynamic Quenching of Tryptophan Fluorescence. Acces-
sibility for external quencher molecules (acryl amide) and
fluorescence quenching of tryptophan residues was measured
as a function of acryl amide concentrations. This technique
is well-established to investigate structural integrity and
flexibility of protein structures (see ref 34). The classical
relation employed to describe the collisional quenching
process is given by the Stern-Volmer equation
Here, F0 and F are fluorescence intensities at appropriate
emission wavelengths in the absence and the presence of
quencher molecules. The collisional quenching constant KSV
gives the slope of the intensity ratio as a function of the
quencher concentration [Q]. A correction factor was applied
for the attenuation of exciting light intensity caused by acryl
amide in the protein solution (“inner filter” effect with a
molar absorption coefficient of 0.23 M-1 cm-1 for acryl
amide at 295 nm).
CD. CD spectra in the far-UV region (200-280 nm) were
recorded on a Jasco J-810 equipped with peltier thermostating
cuvette holder under a constant nitrogen flow. The spectra
were recorded in a 0.2-cm cell using a protein concentration
of 0.13 mg/mL, averaged over three scans, and finally
corrected for the buffer signal. Thermal unfolding transitions
were monitored by measuring the CD signal at 222 nm at
different temperatures (20-115 °C) with heating rates
between 0.2 and 1 °C/min. The raw data were normalized
to sample concentrations and corrected for pre- and post-
transition slopes.
DLS. DLS measurements have been performed using an
Ar+ laser (Spectra physics, series 2120) operating at 488 nm
with a power of 100 mW and a standard DLS instrument
from ALV with an ALV 5000 E correlator (ALV Langen,
Germany). All experiments were carried out at a scattering
angle of 40°, a temperature of 25 °C, and a protein
concentration of 2-3 mg/mL. The cuvettes have been
carefully cleaned, and the samples were filtered through 200-
nm Anotop filters to exclude dust. In general, DLS measures
the intensity autocorrelation function G2(ô), which is related
to the electric field autocorrelation function by the Siegert
equation
Here, A, b, and jg1(ô)j are the background, a coherence factor,
and the normalized electric-field autocorrelation function,
respectively. For a monodisperse system in dilute solution,
this correlation function is related to the translational
diffusion coefficient DT by
where q is the scattering vector defined as q ) (4ðn/ì)
sin ı/2, with the refractive index n, the laser wavelength ì,
and the scattering angle ı. For polydisperse samples, the
electric-field correlation function can be analyzed to yield
information on the distribution of the relaxation times using
the inverse Laplace transformation as implemented in CON-
TIN (35).
It should be noted here, that the results have been cross-
validated by fitting multiexponential functions to the mea-
sured correlation function g1(ô). Both results agree very well.
According to the Stokes-Einstein equation, DT is related to
the hydrodynamic radius Rh of an equivalent sphere in the
following way
where k is the Boltzmann constant and Ł is the viscosity of
the solvent at temperature T. Because of the low protein
concentration of 3.4  10-5 mol/L, the mean distance
between two molecules is approximately 10-fold the distance
of their radius and no concentration dependence on the
protein concentration is expected. For the comparison of
proteins measured in a native buffer and in a buffer with 6
M guanidine hydrochloride (GndHCl), the respective refrac-
tive indices (36) and viscosities (37) have been taken into
consideration and the corresponding intensity-weighted size
distributions are plotted.
RESULTS
Equilibrium Thermal Unfolding. Both R-amylases are
monomeric structures characterized by three distinct domains,
domain A (a central (â/R) barrel), domain B (upper part of
the structure), and domain C (lower part of the structure)
(see Figure 1). The positions of calcium and sodium indicate
the importance of these ions as stabilizing cofactors. Both
structures reveal a calcium-sodium-calcium metal triade
located in the interface between domains A and B, which is
assumed to be essential for structural integrity and enzymatic
activity. The position of the third calcium, located in the
interface between domains A and C, also indicates an
essential role for structural stability. The role of a fourth
calcium, only found in domain C of BAA, is not clear (26).
To investigate the impact of calcium on the secondary and
3D structure unfolding, we performed CD- and fluorescence-
spectroscopy measurements on samples with 2 mM CaCl2
(occupied calcium-binding sites) and with 2 mM EDTA
(depleted calcium-binding sites). The experimental data for
calcium-saturated samples are given in Figure 2 (data are
shown only for BAA). The far-UV CD spectra are dominated
by typical R-helix features, which almost fully disappear
above Tm (Figure 2A). In accordance with CD spectra, the
tryptophan fluorescence reveals a nearly identical thermal
transition. The fluorescence emission intensity, peaked at
approximately 335 nm for the native state, shows a typical
decrease of the signal intensity with an increasing temper-
ature (Figure 2B). The fluorescence emission, originating
from fully and partially exposed tryptophan residues of a
protein, depends on solvent properties even in absence of
conformational changes. Therefore, at higher temperatures,
we generally measure reduced fluorescence intensities be-
cause of a more pronounced quenching efficiency of the
solvent. At the unfolding transition, we observe an additional
decrease of the signal intensity and a characteristic red-shift
of the emission peak (to ìmax ) 340 nm). Such red shifts,
which were observed for many proteins during the unfolding
process, are caused by an increased solvent accessibility of
F0/F ) 1 + KSV[Q] (1)
G2(ô) ) A(1 + bjg1(ô)j2) (2)
g1(ô) ) exp (-DTq2ô) (3)
DT ) kT/6ðŁRh (4)
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tryptophan residues. For both enzymes, the thermal unfolding
transitions (Tm ) 85 ( 1 °C for BAA and 102 ( 1 °C for
BLA), as measured for the secondary structure elements,
coincide with the 3D structure unfolding (Figure 2C).
Thermal transition measured with calcium-depleted samples
revealed much lower melting temperatures (Tm ) 38 ( 1
°C for BAA and 51 ( 1 °C for BLA) but exhibited the same
cooperativeness with respect to secondary and 3D structure
unfolding (see Figure 3A and Table 1). The tremendous shift
of melting temperatures caused by calcium depletion (50
°C) was already observed in previous studies (8, 11) [similar
effects were also observed for other R-amylases (38-40)]
and is very similar for both enzymes. Although calcium
exerts this strong influence on the thermal stability of both
enzymes, the specific difference in thermostability between
both R-amylases (¢Tm  15 °C) is not related to calcium
binding but is an intrinsic property of the protein structures.
In addition to the strong calcium effect on the thermostability,
we also observed a reduced thermostability in buffers without
sodium but with calcium. In this case, we obtained melting
temperatures Tm ) 80 °C for BLA and Tm ) 66 °C for BAA
(data not shown here). Similar reduced melting temperatures
for BAA and BLA samples with sodium free-buffers were
already observed earlier (41).
A comparison of van’t Hoff enthalpies as determined from
CD data (see Figure 3B and Table 1) and the calorimetric
thermodynamic parameter taken from previous studies (8)
reveals a ¢HvH/¢Hcal < 1, which is indicative for a non-
two-state unfolding process. Although the transition curves
(Figure 2C and Figure 3A) appear homogeneous with a single
step and in parallel for CD and fluorescence, this charac-
teristic is not unexpected for large multidomain proteins and
was already observed in previous studies (11). Furthermore,
the thermal unfolding does not show any reversibility with
respect to secondary structure unfolding and only a moderate
blue shift of the fluorescence emission spectrum, indicating
a partial reversibility of the 3D structure unfolding (for more
details see the next section).
FIGURE 2: Comparison of thermal unfolding transitions mea-
sured with (A) CD and (B) fluorescence spectroscopy. For both
R-amylases (only BAA data are shown here), the unfolding
transition occurs rather cooperative, showing more or less simul-
taneous unfolding (C) of the 3D structure (fluorescence spectros-
copy) and secondary structure elements (CD spectroscopy).
FIGURE 3: (A) Thermal unfolding transitions as measure with CD
spectroscopy for samples with 2 mM EDTA (transition region )
30-60 °C) and 2 mM CaCl2 (transition region ) 80-110 °C). (B)
In the transition region, the linear temperature dependence of ¢Gunf
) ¢H - T¢S ) -RT ln(fU/fF) was used to determine the
corresponding thermodynamic parameter as given in Table 1.
Table 1: Thermodynamic Parameter of R-Amylase Thermal
Unfolding
BAA BLA
Ca EDTA Ca EDTA
Fluorescence
Tm (°C) 86 37 101 52
CD
Tm (°C) 85 38 103 51
¢Hm (kJ mol-1) 392 294 466 319
¢Sm (kJ mol-1 K-1) 1.095 0.947 1.242 0.985
DSCa
Tm (°C) 86 103
¢Hm (kJ mol-1) 1412 1521
¢Sm (kJ mol-1 K-1) 3.93 4.04
a DSC data taken from ref 8.
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As known from many studies, thermostable proteins often
exhibit a high resilience against unfolding induced by
chemical denaturants such as urea and GndHCl (for ex-
amples, see refs 10, 42). We have performed unfolding
studies with samples incubated in different concentrations
of GndHCl using CD spectroscopy. For calcium-saturated
samples, we observe a pronounced decrease of melting
temperatures with increasing GndHCl concentrations (Figure
4A). During the time period of sample preparation and
measurements (4 h), neither BLA nor BAA fully unfolds
below 6 M GndHCl at room temperature. Interestingly, the
decrease of melting temperatures as a function of the GndHCl
concentration is very similar for both R-amylases (Figure
4B). The difference of ¢Tm  15 °C as observed for buffers
without chemical denaturants, remains constant (within the
limits of error) for all concentrations of GndHCl. This
observation indicates that, in equilibrium thermal unfolding,
GndHCl has qualitatively a rather similar effect on structure
destabilization for both enzymes (comparative to the stabiliz-
ing effect of calcium). For samples with GndHCl concentra-
tions above 1 M, we already observe a small decrease of
the CD signal at room temperature (with respect to the native
structure without GndHCl), which suggests that a partial
unfolding process takes place already at low temperatures.
The nonlinear behavior of Tm as function of the denaturant
concentration (Figure 4A) is a further indication for a
multistep unfolding process.
Unfolding Kinetics and Unfolded States. For a detailed
understanding of how proteins achieve stability, it is not only
important to study the native structures of the proteins, but
also the unfolded structures. To determine whether temper-
ature- and chemical-denaturant-induced unfolding leads to
the same unfolded states, we performed fluorescence mea-
surements as a function of time (Figure 5). The comparison
between temperature-induced (calcium-depleted samples at
T ) 65 °C, Figure 5A) and denaturant-induced (calcium-
depleted samples with 8 M GndHCl at T ) 20 °C, Figure
5B) unfolding reveals a striking difference in the underlying
unfolding process. For both enzymes, temperature-induced
FIGURE 4: (A) Tm measured as a function of the GndHCl
concentration. For both enzymes, Tm values were obtained by CD
spectroscopy using samples with 2 mM CaCl2. The enzymes were
kept for 2 h in the respective buffers before starting the measure-
ments. Tm is significantly decreased by an increasing concentration
of the chemical denaturant for both enzymes. (B) This figure
demonstrates that the GndHCl concentration dependence on Tm is
nearly identical for both enzymes, although BLA shows absolute
melting temperatures, which are approximately 20% larger as
compared to those of BAA.
FIGURE 5: Unfolding kinetics of samples with 2 mM EDTA
measured with fluorescence spectroscopy (for unfolding rates, see
Table 2). (A) Thermal unfolding at 65 °C without chemical
denaturants. (B) GndHCl-induced unfolding with 8 M GndHCl at
20 °C. Inset: enlarged presentation of the initial unfolding phase
as given in B. (C) Long-term stability of samples with 2 mM EDTA
measured with CD spectroscopy at 25 °C. In contrast to BLA, which
unfolds marginally over 2 days (5%; unfolding rate ) 0.58 
10-1 h-1), BAA shows a significant structural unfolding (41%;
unfolding rate ) 0.27 h-1) in an initial phase and further but shows
slower unfolding (59%; unfolding rate ) 4.13  10-3 h-1) in a
second phase.
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unfolding leads to fluorescence emission intensities with ìmax
 339 nm. In contrast to this, denaturant unfolding displays
a more complete unfolding for both R-amylases, with
fluorescence emission peaks around 349 nm. Although
thermal unfolding exhibits fully unfolded secondary structure
elements, the 3D structure remains more compact as com-
pared to GndHCl-induced unfolding with tryptophan residues
more exposed to the solvent (for more details, see Figure
6). The thermal unfolding transition seems to be limited to
this red shift of ¢ìmax  5 nm. Even after incubation for 2
h at elevated temperatures, we do not observe any further
increase of ¢ìmax. In all kinetic studies, BLA unfolding is
characterized by significant smaller unfolding rates as
compared to BAA (see Table 2). Chemical denaturants and
high temperatures appear to have different effects with
different strengths on the unfolding of both enzymes. BAA
shows a partial unfolding with a similar red shift of ¢ìmax
 5 nm for thermal- and denaturant-induced unfolding after
approximately 250 s (see part A and inset of part B of Figure
5). In contrast, BLA exhibits a red shift of 5 nm after 1000
s upon thermal unfolding and a less pronounced red shift of
only 2 nm in the same time range upon denaturant-induced
unfolding. For both R-amylases, the unfolding kinetics is
well-characterized by a single-exponential decay and we do
not observe an accumulation of intermediate states during
the unfolding process. An analysis of the long-term stability
of calcium-depleted samples (but without chemical denatur-
ants) revealed a progressive unfolding of BAA even at room
temperature (see Figure 5C). In contrast, BLA remains more
or less folded (95% after 2 days) under the same conditions.
Interestingly, in this time regime, we clearly observe a two-
step unfolding of BAA (see caption of Figure 5).
As shown in Figure 6 the fluorescence emission spectra
demonstrate that qualitatively the unfolding process and a
partial refolding are very similar for BLA and BAA (parts
A and B of Figure 6). Thermal unfolding is characterized
by a rather small red shift ¢ìmax ) 4-5 nm, while denaturant
unfolding reveals a much larger red shift of about 15 nm.
To analyze the reversibility of both unfolding processes, we
have measured the thermal unfolded proteins after cooling
them down to room temperature. Denaturant unfolded
proteins were transferred in a native buffer (without denatur-
ants), and spectra were measured immediately after the
transfer. Interestingly, for both enzymes, refolding from
thermal- and denaturant-induced unfolding leads to identical
emission spectra. With respect to the folded state, the spectra
from the refolded state show a rather small red shift of 2-3
nm. This suggests that the refolded states are rather compact.
Corresponding CD spectra show no (or very weak in the
case of refolding from GndHCl unfolded states) secondary
structure elements. As known from previous studies (for
example, see ref 10), we also observe a much faster refolding
process from GndHCl unfolded samples as compared to the
unfolding process. The refolding appears as a fast “hydro-
phobic” collapse into compact structures, which takes place
within seconds (or even faster) and is rather similar for both
R-amylases.
Table 2: Parameter of R-Amylase Unfolding Kinetics
BLA BAA
unfolding
rate ku
(s-1)
half-live
times t1/2
(min)
unfolding
rate ku
(s-1)
half-live
times t1/2
(min)
T ) 65 °C,
0 M GndHCl
3.65  10-3 3.37 1.09  10-2 1.13
T ) 20 °C,
8 M GndHCl
2.0  10-4 61.2 2.59  10-3 4.7
FIGURE 6: (A and B) Normalized fluorescence emission spectra
for the folded and several unfolded states of R-amylase as measured
with with ìexc ) 280 nm. Native folded state ) blue line; 8 M
GndHCl-induced unfolded (fully unfolded) ) orange line; temper-
ature-induced unfolded state ) green line; refolded from GndHCl
unfolded state ) red line; and refolded from temperature unfolded
state ) black line. (C) Normalized fluorescence emission spectra
for folded and unfolded states of BLA. Emission spectra for the
folded (s) und fully unfolded (- - -) state obtained at different
excitation wavelengths: ìexc ) 275 nm (black lines); ìexc ) 280
nm (red lines); ìexc ) 290 nm (green lines); ìexc ) 295 nm (blue
lines); ìexc ) 300 nm (cyan lines); and ìexc ) 305 nm (orange
lines).
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A direct comparison of both enzymes for the native, partial
(thermal), and fully unfolded states reveal rather similar
spectral properties for their respective states. A small blue
shift for all spectra from BLA is observed as compared to
BAA. The emission spectrum obtained from a tryptophan-
tyrosin mixture (L-tryptophan and L-tyrosine with a molar
ratio of 1:1.75, the same ratio as in both amylases) nearly
concurs with the spectra of the fully unfolded states of both
enzymes. This gives evidence that only these states are
characterized by more or less fully accessible tryptophan and
tyrosine residues. It is well-known that for multi-tryptophan
proteins the fluorescence emission spectra are depending on
the excitation wavelength and therefore may differ slightly.
This generally occurs because the individual tryptophan
residues are located in different local environments in the
native state (for example, see ref 43). A similar behavior is
visible for both R-amylases by using excitation wavelengths
between 275 and 305 nm (see example of BLA in Figure
6C). A comparison of the folded state (s) to the unfolded
state (- - -) exhibits emission spectra where this spectral
spread nearly vanishes. However, the emission spectra of
the unfolded state as measured with excitation wavelengths
of 275 and 280 nm show a significantly larger intensity in
the region below 330 nm, which is caused by tyrosine
fluorescence. Tyrosine fluorescence emission (ìmax  305
nm) is not observed in protein fluorescence for many native
proteins (in particular, larger proteins with numerous tryp-
tophan and tyrosine residues), because the spatial vicinity
of tyrosine and tryptophan residues in the protein structure
gives rise to a distinct energy transfer from tyrosine to
tryptophan (see ref 43). As a consequence, we mainly
observe tryptophan fluorescence emission, although tryrosine
fluorescence is excited. Upon unfolding, tyrosine fluores-
cence emission can be visible because the less compact
structure leads to increased averaged distances between
tryptophan and tyrosine residues, which gives rise to observ-
able tyrosine fluorescence emission. The tyrosine fluores-
cence emission can therefore be indicative for the compact-
ness of the protein structure in different unfolded states. With
respect to BLA and BAA, this effect is rather similar for
both enzymes. For the thermal unfolded structures (data not
shown), we already see an increase of tyrosine fluorescence
emission, but it is less pronounced as compared to the fully
unfolded states.
Dynamic Quenching of Fluorescence. To measure struc-
tural flexibility and integrity for both protein structures, we
employed acryl amide quenching of tryprophan fluorescence.
Stern-Volmer plots for BLA and BAA are shown for the
native state at 20 and 40 °C in Figure 7A. While the
quenching exhibits a more or less constant increase in the
low-concentration region up to 100 mM, a moderate down-
ward curve is visible over the whole region up to 600 mM.
This behavior is typical for a multi-tryptophan protein with
heterogeneous fluorescence, related to residues having a
different accessibility to the quencher (for details, see refs
34, 43). Both proteins show within the limits of error identical
quenching behavior and identical temperature dependence.
While, for the folded state, the Stern-Volmer plots are
slightly curved downward, the unfolded states (see Figure
7B) are characterized by linear or upward curved plots
(compare to the solid line obtained from linear fits from the
low-concentration region). The latter is indicative for samples
with residues equally accessible for the quencher molecules
as expected for fully unfolded samples. Furthermore, both
unfolded states are characterized by significantly increased
collisional quenching constants as compared to the folded
state (see caption of Figure 7). Similar to the native states,
we do not observe any significant difference between BLA
and BAA for the unfolded states.
DLS. The hydrodynamic radius (Rh) and the size distribu-
tion of the R-amylases were obtained from DLS measure-
ments. Figure 8 shows the intensity-weighted size distribution
of diffusing proteins for the native (N), partially unfolded
(I), and fully unfolded (U) states. Obviously, we observe
for all states not only monomeric proteins, but also a fraction
of aggregates with much larger hydrodynamic radii (around
30 nm for BAA and 80 nm for BLA) as compared to
monomeric proteins. This was already visible in the experi-
mental correlation functions, which exhibit a multimodal
decay. Although the aggregated fraction appears in the
distribution plot with a sizable amplitude, one has to consider
that the scattered intensity is proportional to the third power
of the hydrodynamic radius with respect to the mass
distribution. As a consequence of this, we observe the
FIGURE 7: Stern-Volmer plots of tryptophan fluorescence quench-
ing by acryl amide. (A) Native proteins were measured with 2 mM
CaCl at 20 °C (9 and 0) and 40 °C (b and O). The collisional
quenching constant KSV values determined in the region up to 100
mM are given by the slope of the fitting line (3.37 M-1 at 20 °C
and 3.84 M-1 at 40 °C). (B) Detailed comparison between
quenching of folded (9 and 0), partly unfolded (b and O), and
fully unfolded (2 and 4) states is shown here for 20 °C. Although
partly unfolded (with 6 M GndHCl for BAA after 5 h and BLA
after 24 h) and fully unfolded (both with 8 M GndHCl after 3 h)
samples (all with 2 mM EDTA) differ in the region of high acryl
amide concentrations, the collisional quenching constant (KSV )
9.59 M-1 at 20 °C, obtained in the region up to 100 mM) is the
same for fully and partly unfolded states.
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corresponding amplitude although the mass fraction of these
aggregates is very small (0.1%) compared to monomeric
proteins. Furthermore, we observe generally broader distribu-
tion peaks for monomeric BAA as compared to BLA. This
is caused by a more pronounced tendency of protein
aggregation (small aggregates such as dimers, trimers, etc.)
for BAA. However, for both R-amylases, we obtain the same
hydrodynamic radius Rh of 3.2 ( 0.2 nm for the native
monomeric structure. Considering a nonspherical (but pro-
late) shape of the R-amylases and a codiffusing hydration
shell, the obtained values are reasonable with respect to the
size of a protein consisting of 483 residues. Under unfolding
conditions (6 M GndHCl and with calcium depletion), we
observe a progressive expansion of both R-amylase structures
with time. The fully unfolded structures are characterized
by Rh ) 5.2 ( 0.4 nm for BLA and about 6.1 ( 0.4 nm for
BAA. On the basis of comparative studies on various
denatured proteins, a relation between the number of residues
and the hydrodynamic radius of unfolded proteins was
estimated (44-46). With respect to this estimation, our radii
are rather similar for BAA and noticeably smaller for BLA
as compared to calculated radii for fully unfolded R-amylase
structures.2 Thermal unfolding studies bear heavily ag-
gregated proteins, which circumvent the determination of
hydrodynamic radii for monomeric proteins. Therefore, we
measured Rh for partly unfolded structures exhibiting a
fluorescence red shift of ¢ìmax  4-5 nm, equal to the value
we observe for thermal unfolded structures. For these states,
we measured hydrodynamic radii of 4.0 ( 0.3 nm for BLA
and 4.6 ( 0.4 nm for BAA. In contrast to the folded state,
both unfolded states appear more expanded in the case of
BAA as compared to BLA. Furthermore, we observe a
significant increase of the distribution width for both enzymes
upon unfolding. This is caused mainly by two reasons. First,
a stronger tendency of aggregation with samples in the
unfolded states gives rise to a peak broadening in the
direction of larger radii. Second, a further peak broadening
(in both directions, toward smaller and larger radii) is related
to more heterogeneous structures, which are characteristic
for unfolded proteins.3
DISCUSSION
With respect to the thermal stability, the comparison of
BLA and BAA yields a difference in the melting temperature
of ¢Tm  15 °C. This difference is observed on one hand
by the use of various techniques measuring the unfolding
transition (with fluorescence- and CD-spectroscopy, DSC,
and activity measurements; see also ref 8). On the other hand,
under very different buffer conditions, either with stabilizing
ingredients (calcium and sodium) or with destabilizing
denaturants (GndHCl), the same ¢Tm was measured. All of
these observations emphasize that the difference in the
thermal stability between BLA and BAA is related to intrinsic
properties of the protein structures themselves. There is no
evidence that the strength or other properties of ion binding
contributes to the difference in thermostablity between both
R-amylases. The difference in thermostability between BLA
and BAA is accompanied by slower unfolding rates of BLA
as compared to BAA. They differ by a factor of 3 for thermal
unfolding at 65 °C without chemical denaturants. Although
smaller unfolding rates at a given temperature are not
necessarily related to higher thermal stability,4 slower
unfolding rates are often observed for thermophilic proteins
as compared to mesophilic homologues (10, 15). In the case
of a reversible two-state unfolding process, both unfolding
and refolding rates can yield equilibrium ¢Gunf values. In
principle, these ¢Gunf values as measured as a function of
the temperature represent stability curves (47), which can
be very helpful to elucidate mechanisms of thermostability
(5, 7, 16, 48). Unfortunately, here, we are dealing with a
nonreversible unfolding process, which most likely is
characterized by intermediate states. Therefore, the thermo-
dynamic interpretation (for example, in terms of stability
curves) of equilibrium unfolding measurements is not
straightforward and has to consider intermediate states, which
are accumulated at a significant level (for example, see ref
48). In contrast to thermal unfolding, unfolding caused by
high denaturant concentrations (8 M) exhibits a much more
pronounced difference in unfolding rates between both
R-amylases (factor 13). This observation may suggest a
qualitative difference in the unfolding process as compared
to thermal unfolding. A further distinct difference in the
unfolding process between thermal- and denaturant-induced
2 For a random coil conformation without disulfide bonds, the
following relationships and corresponding hydrodynamic radii can be
calculated for our R-amylase with n ) 483 (number of residues): Rh
) 0.655(130n/6)0.5 [Å] ) 67 Å ) 6.7 nm (44); Rh ) 2.8n0.5 [Å] )
61.5 Å ) 6.15 nm (45).
3 Both effects are best visible in size distribution plots with a linear
scale for the hydrodynamic radii.
4 Gibbs free energy ¢Gunf(T) at a given temperature T depends not
only on the unfolding rate ku(T), but also on the folding rate kf(T),
with ¢Gunf(T) ) -RT ln(ku(T)/kf(T)).
FIGURE 8: Distribution functions of the hydrodynamic radius D(Rh)
obtained from inverse Laplace transformation of the intensity
correlation functions. The intensity-weighted size distribution with
proteins in the native (F state, s), the partially unfolded (I state,
ââââ), and the fully unfolded (U state, - - -) state as measured with
DLS at 25 °C is given for (A) BLA and (B) BAA.
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unfolding is given by the corresponding red shifts of the
fluorescence emission spectra, which are much smaller for
thermal unfolding. From our data, we do not have evidence
that upon thermal unfolding an intermediate (or partly
unfolded) state with a smaller red shift is accumulated, which
might be passed through upon denaturant-induced unfolding.
In this case, we would expect unfolding kinetics with a
multiexponential decay. However, we measured kinetics for
GndHCl-induced unfolding, which is characterized by a
single-exponential decay. Furthermore, because of the fact
that calorimetric and van’t Hoff enthalpies differ signifi-
cantly, there is evidence that already the thermal unfolding
is characterized by unfolding intermediates. However, a
deeper and more detailed understanding of the unfolding
process requires additional measurements.
Besides the distinct differences of the individual thermo-
stabilities and the corresponding unfolding rates, the proper-
ties of the unfolding process and of the unfolded states are
qualitatively rather similar for both enzymes. This observa-
tion is supported by a summary of parameters characterizing
the sequence of occurring states (see Table 3). The most
noticeable difference between both enzymes is given by a
smaller expansion of both unfolded states for BLA as
compared to BAA. This difference is more pronounced in
the case of hydrodynamic radii as compared to the red shifts
of the tryptophan fluorescence emission. Principally, more
compact unfolded states lower the (conformational) entropy
change ¢S between the folded and unfolded state and can
therefore have a stabilizing effect with respect to thermal
unfolding (see refs 49, 50). Therefore, more compact
unfolded states of BLA offer a reasonable feature, which
can explain a higher thermal stability of BLA as compared
to BAA. With respect to conformational fluctuations as
measured by dynamic fluorescence quenching, the folded,
partly unfolded, and fully unfolded structures show absolutely
the same behavior for both proteins. In earlier studies, we
have also measured much faster picosecond fluctuations of
BAA and BLA in the folded as well as the unfolded state.
In these studies, we observed only a slightly higher structural
flexibility of the native BLA as compared to native BAA
and rather similar flexibilities of both unfolded states (19,
21). On the basis of these data, a lacking concordance
between dynamical properties as measured with fluorescence
quenching and the observed compactness of the unfolded
states (most precisely determined by DLS) prevents a
decisive and reliable answer about the role of theses
properties for thermal stabilization in both R-amylases.
Certainly, fluorescence quenching studies applied to unfolded
structures can give only a rough picture about dynamical
features in the structure because in general all tryptophan
residues are already more or less fully accessible to the
solvent and the quenching behavior is only weakly (if ever)
coupled to structural fluctuations. Therefore, more studies
on well-characterized unfolded states employing more suited
techniques are required to obtain detailed information on
dynamical properties.
With respect to the properties of the folded state dynamics,
our results do not support the hypothesis of corresponding
states and the proposed ideas about the role of structural
flexibilities for enzymatic activity and for protein stability
with respect to thermal adaptation (12, 14, 17, 23). An
explanation for this discrepancy might be due to the fact
that, in contrast to our study, all studies that observe results
confirming the corresponding states hypothesis deal with
proteins adapted to temperatures between 4 and 85 °C. It
might be possible that the mechanisms related to the
corresponding state hypothesis are mainly abundant in this
temperature regime but do not play a role for achieving
thermostability at extremely high temperatures. On the basis
of numerous studies on thermostability of proteins, it is well-
known that many other different mechanisms are utilized to
achieve thermal adaptation (for example, see refs 2, 7, 10,
51). Considering the enormous variety of potential mecha-
nisms, it is assumed that even quite often a combination of
several different mechanisms plays a decisive role. A hint
for another mechanism of thermal stabilization is given by
the remarkable feature in our study that thermal unfolding
of both enzymes shows a less pronounced expansion of the
3D structure as compared to fully unfolded structures. With
respect to fluorescence emission red shifts and hydrodynamic
radii, the thermal unfolding exhibits only one-third (with
respect to red shifts) and only one-half (with respect to
hydrodynamic radii) of the total expansion of the 3D structure
as compared to that induced by GndHCl. Interestingly, a
similar small red shift upon thermal unfolding was observed
for another rather thermostable bacterial R-amylase (Bacillus
species, Tm  82 °C, ¢ìmax  5 nm). In contrast, a
mesophilic R-amylase from Asperillus oryzae (Taka-amylase,
Tm  65 °C) shows a much more pronounced red shift to
ìmax of about 345 nm with ¢ìmax  10 nm (data measured
with buffers under calcium- and sodium-saturated conditions;
Fitter et al., to be published). Similar observations with
“residual native structures” in the unfolded state occurring
in thermophilic proteins were reported recently (52-54). It
was supposed that residual native structures in the unfolded
state play a role in achieving higher thermal stabilities (54).
Table 3: Properties of Different States during the Unfolding and Refolding Processa
folded,
native state (F)
partially, thermal-induced
unfolded state (I)
fully unfolded
state (U)
partially refolded
state (R)
Fluorescence
ìmax (nm) 334/335 337-339/338-340 348-349/349-350 335/336
KSV (M-1) 3.37 9.59 9.59
DLS
Rh (nm) 3.2 4.0/4.6 5.2/6.1
secondary structure native, folded fully unfolded fully unfolded mainly or fully unfolded
3D structure native, folded partially unfolded fully unfolded collapsed, compact
a Parameters separated by a slash gave corresponding values for BLA and BAA. If only one value is given, the parameters are the same within
the limits of error for both enzymes.
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